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Aziz Basalely’s most interesting pearl sale in Tucson
wasn’t an oversize peacock-color Tahitian or a white
South Sea strand but a pair of 23mm perfectly round

mabe pearls in a natural grayish-blue color. Rare and dear (for
mabes) at a $5,600 keystone price, the purchase surprised
the longtime dealer, who knew this type of expenditure was
unusual even for his firm, which specializes in one-of-a-kinds.
The last time he saw a comparable sale was three years ago
when a 40mm top-quality mabe pearl went to African royalty.
“This kind of sale is pretty much unheard of,” he explains.

Basalely’s sale speaks to a growing appreciation for pearls
and the potential of the category. Pearls are the industry’s
smallest niche, about three percent of jewelers’ annual sales,
according to industry data, so there’s ample room to grow.
And unlike diamonds, which consumers price-shop online, no
pearl price list exists for comparisons. Pearls suffer from a
reputation as a grandmother’s gem, but that is changing
thanks to designer interest and demand for one-off pieces.
And though mushrooming sales in Asia are driving prices
higher for stateside collectors and typhoons and shuttered
growers are affecting prices elsewhere, dealers and retailers
devoted to the category say pearls are still poised for contin-
ued growth. 

“A pearl cycle is just getting started,” maintains Fran Mas-
toloni of Mastoloni Pearls. “The margins are good, they’re dif-
ferent, and you can wear them anywhere because they show
confidence without being intimidating.” 

INCREASING DEMAND & PRICES
The market for white South Sea pearls is steady. American
designers are buying loose pearls and baroques, while the
high end for large sizes is challenged because of recent ty-
phoon-induced shortages in Australia. “Sixteen millimeter
and up sizes are hard to find,” notes Gary Tarna of Hanadama.
Hence, prices are up about 10 percent but also depend on
currency and exchange rates. “The reality is that if the dollar
is weak, pearl prices are higher,” he adds. 

This demand for larger quality goods is also paving the way
for some robust bidding wars. “The clearance rate at our re-
cent Hong Kong auction was about 80 percent, which is ex-
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Forty-five-inch necklace in 18k gold with 36 cts. t.w. black diamonds and
Tahitian pearls, $8,000; Baggins, Los Angeles; 213-624-2277; baggin-
spearls.com

Earrings in 14k yellow gold with white Windsor freshwater pearls from Im-
perial, East Providence, R.I.; 800-556-7738; imperialpearl.com
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cellent,” explains Michael Bracher of Paspaley.

Tahitian pearl availability also struggles to meet demand.
Higher-than-normal water temperatures in Tahiti caused re-
cent mortality in many oysters, leading to fewer quality
pearls. “Production has been down for three years,” says Loïc
Wiart of Poe Black Pearl, who is in close contact with many
of the French Polynesian pearl farmers. 

The resulting shortage—and demand from China—has driven
up prices. Wiart says they’re up 15 percent in the past year,
while Jeremy Shepherd of PearlParadise.com notes a mas-
sive 200 percent spike over a three-year period. Daniel Moshi
of the eponymous firm experienced the Tahitian pearl frenzy
firsthand at an auction in Hong Kong in March last year.
“There was a lot of average-color Tahitian pearls that were
16mm and up in size that sold for a price that was three times
what I perceived the value to be,” he recollects.

Akoyas, too, are riding a big wave of popularity. Many dealers
note their recent favor in the eyes of both designers and
lovers of traditional looks, especially in China. Chinese buyers
are aggressively snapping up round and super-fine goods,
causing shortages in smaller sizes. Plus, some of the akoya
pearl farms in China were shuttered after back-to-back ty-
phoons, leaving Japanese producers happily scrambling to
meet demand, which is no small feat. At last September’s
Hong Kong show, Sonny Sethi of Tara Pearls sold out of
akoyas, and that is after increasing his inventory in it upwards
of 200 percent. “I bought $100,000 in akoyas in March and
$500,000 in September,” he says.

In Chinese freshwater pearls, demand remains strong, as
does their inherent value at market. Plus, production is stable.
“The Chinese are not overproducing like they did five years
ago,” says Peter Bazar of Imperial Pearls. There’s wide avail-
ability of nucleated freshwater pearls, meaning good val-
ues—particularly in sizes of 10 to 14mm, a favorite of Bazar’s
client base on HSN.com. This is where son Josh Bazar sells
myriad large bead-nucleated strands. “He puts them next to
South Sea strands and asks, ‘Do you want to pay $15,000 or
$499? and customers react to it,” Bazar says.

On the flip side, Betty Sue King of King’s Ransom Pearls is
seeking out smaller Edison freshwater pearls—rounds as tiny
as 5mm—in natural colors (think pink, orange, and purple) for
clients. “There’s nothing like that in Japanese pearls,” she
says. At the recently held Hong Kong  International Jew-
ellery Show in March, she also shopped for mixed strands of
freshwater keshi and Edison pearls as well as freshwaters
mixed with Tahitians and South Seas, all uncommon pairings
that designers seek out.

DESIGNERS’ DARLINGS
Pearls are the darling of an increasing number of jewelry de-
signers who like their luster, one-of-a-kind marketability,

Ring in 14k yellow gold with white Windsor freshwater pearls from Impe-
rial, East Providence, R.I.; 800-556-7738; imperialpearl.com

Sliced soufflé pearl pendant necklace in 14k white gold with a sliced soufflé
pearl and 2.74 cts. t.w. yellow sapphires, peridot, and tsavorite, $1,400; Lit-
tle h., Los Angeles; 310-474-8788; littlehjewelry.com
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value, and opportunity for margins. Plus, they’re more under-
stated than some other jewelry options. “You can’t wear a
big diamond necklace into a law office,” observes Mastoloni,
whose firm specializes in wearable designs. 

Tahitians are doing especially well. A case in point: In early
February, a mother shopping at a small jewelry store in the
Midwest bought three multicolor Tahitian necklaces—one for
her and pieces for both of her daughters—for their uncom-
mon appeal. “People now want to buy jewelry to make a
statement and that is wearable,” says Mastoloni. Ditto for Anil
Maloo of Baggins, who keeps selling out $8,000 and $3,000
retail-price diamond bead and Tahitian pieces. “I got a new
shipment in December and sold out by February,” he says.

And though loose pearls to designers are a staple sale for
Joshua Israileff at Asba, he recently stocked up on several
hundred strands of baroque-shape Tahitians for the same au-
dience. “This is the kind of material designers call us about
all year,” he observes. 

For sure, long necklaces—long enough to layer and wrap—
are trending. Younger clients request these styles, viewing
single strands and chokers as the choices of blue-haired ma-
trons. Today’s casual attire doesn’t bode well for stuffy styles.
“There’s a big demand for double-length ropes because the
market wants a less formal look,” notes Tarna. 

A sale in October 2017 paints a strong visual picture. A Bev-
erly Hills, California, husband and attorney went into the shop
of one of Tarna’s clients to buy pearls for his wife. He chose
a 17-inch single-length white South Sea strand with a dia-
mond-ball clasp, bringing it back weeks later to double its
size—and price, to $80,000—at the request of his bride. 

OPPORTUNITIES AHEAD
Pearl sales can skyrocket with the right product passion and
knowledge. Education plays a big role here, which is why the
Cultured Pearl Association of America (for which this author
serves part-time as executive director) invested heavily in pro-
prietary online education called Pearls As One. To date, more
than 10,000 have completed the course, which is available in
seven languages. (For more information, log onto pearl-
sasone.org.)

Desirable aesthetics is another obstacle to sales, but one that
savvy designers are increasingly overcoming. Consider
Hisano Shepherd of Little h. and her sliced soufflé pearls inset
with inverted gemstones made to look like geodes, and Clare
Ullman’s keshi-adorned charm bracelets, among others. 

For 28 years, Shari Turpin of Pearls by Shari in Jackson and
Park City, Wyoming, has specialized in pearl jewelry for
their beauty and backstory—pearls require healthy aquatic
environments in which to grow. “People buy pearls be-
cause they identify with the message that life is precious,”
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Sorrento Decades cuff bracelet in 18k yellow gold with white akoya pearls
and 0.35 ct. t.w. colorless diamonds, $5,060; Mastoloni, NYC; 212-757-
7278; mastoloni.com

Viva earrings in 14k white gold with multicolor Tahitian and white South Sea
pearls and 0.26 ct. t.w. colorless diamonds, $1,585; Mastoloni, NYC; 212-
757-7278; mastoloni.com
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explained the store owner during the Hong Kong jewelry
show. Meanwhile, her casual lifestyle campaign images in
magazines like “The Ritz Carlton” feature the slender, sil-
ver-haired proprietor in pearls and jeans and either riding a
horse or holding a shotgun—imagery that speaks to
Wyoming’s upscale Western vibe. 

Those who thrive with pearls also capitalize on its little-
known niches. Think pearls from the Sea of Cortez, Kasumi
freshwater pearls from Japan, and Fijian pearls. Even Tahit-
ian pearls can differ in color depending on the atoll in which
the oysters grow. Sarah Canizzaro of Kojima Pearl Company
teaches her clients about many of these. “I do well with
boutique pearls,” she says. Nearly all pearl farms tell a tale
of sustainability and care for the aquatic cultures, but bou-
tique farms require even more care because of the multi-
tude of environmental factors for which they are at risk and
could not financially recover from. Thus, these pearls could
cost more, but when Canizzaro explains the location and
nature of the grower’s unique operation, clients don’t mind
paying more. How much more? “Up to 50 percent, know-
ing what the pearls are and that everyone involved is get-
ting fairly paid,” she says. “The value of boutique pearls
grows exponentially because they’re about provenance.”
This is one of the reasons she uses the hashtag #grown-
notmined on social media—to reinforce the fact that no-
body is dying for them in a mine.

Even beyond jewelry though, pearls are enjoying a high-pro-
file period in fashion. Brands big—think Chanel—boutique
(Dries Van Noten), and mainstream like Zara that admire the
feminine sensibility of pearls use faux ones to elevate de-
signs and, inadvertently, the profile of pearls, period. It’s a
move that includes affixing lustrous imitation numbers to
jackets, shoes, pants, bags, and more, and an exercise with
which Shepherd is well acquainted. “I know because my wife
has them all,” he says. u

Editor’s note: This article was provided by the Cultured
Pearl Association of America, for which author Jennifer
Heebner serves as part-time executive director.
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Wrap bracelet in leather and 14k yellow gold with a white freshwater
baroque pearl and diamond accents, $1,275; Mizuki, NYC; 212-941-0332;
mizukijewelry.com


